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Pause

Reflect
Ask yourself these 10 questions:

What are your skills? (Consider hobbies, social interactions, work experiences, education, etc… Nothing is too small)

What are your personal strengths? (qualities such as detail-oriented, outgoing, empathetic)

Self
Assessment

PREP™

Launching a new career or considering a change can stir up anxiety or confusion.
Where do I begin? What do I want to do? What can I do?

Before these questions mount up and feel paralyzing PAUSE.
Move through the following steps straetgically to save time and effectively assess your next career move. 



What motivates you? (personal fulfillment, financial security, professional advancement, social impact)

What would you pursue if not for external factors? (fear, skills, money, time, childcare)

What experiences have you had that you loved? (work, personal, volunteer)

What are your proudest accomplishments?  (work, personal, volunteer)

What are the things that you do not enjoy doing or find challenging?

Are there skills that you are interested in learning or developing?

What did you want to grow up to be when you were a child?

What ignites passion within you? (Think of the moments where time flies)



Evaluate

Pursue

Assess your answers and observe common threads, patterns or themes. For ex.

Reach out to friends and family for feedback and insight.
We often overlook our own strengths and skills.

Now put it all together

Research & Explore

When you have a good sense of what you love to do and where your strengths 
lie then you can direct your attention to opportunities that best suit you 

Your hobbies, childhood dreams, and passion 
all involve creativity but your fear is not 
knowing how to turn it into a job.

Your favorite work and personal experiences 
include collaborating with others, socializing 
and creating an impact.

Connect the common threads Prioritize the elements that are most important 
to you.

What career paths work with your responses? 
Use this guide to assist you.

Which industries suit your values? Use this guide 
to assist you.

Your accomplishments involve planning 
events, your favorite pastime is
organizing and your strength is being 
detail-oriented.

You do not see an obvious theme. You may be 
a jack-of-all -trades who loves doing lots of 
different things. There are many careers that 
require this.
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Pause

Reflect
Start with the logistical aspects of what you want and need from your job

How many hours/week do you want to work?

What are your wage/salary expectations?

Career
Reflection

PREP™

A lot of energy is wasted spinning our wheels without giving ourselves the time to
consider what we are really looking for out of a job.

Before launching into a full-on job search PAUSE and reflect on what you truly
want and need out of a career. 



Where do you want to work? (remote, office, combo)

Do you prefer set working hours or flexible hours?

Do you want/need benefits? 

Do you have an expected level or title?

What size company/office?

Small (less than 20) Medium (less than 100) Large (100+) No Preference

What kind of workplace & culture do you prefer?

High intensity / low stress Team / Individual work

Highly social / Highly 
independent

Relaxed / Formal 

What motivates you in your work?

Social impact/Mission-focused Personal fulfillment

Career advancement

Work community

Financial security



Evaluate

Pursue

Assess and prioritize all the aspects you have listed above.

What factors are an absolute must (ex. Benefits, hours…)?

Which items can you be flexible on (ex. Location, company culture)?

What is not that important to you in a position (title, size)

If you can home in on the highest priority items when job searching, you can
filter out the noise and focus on the best suited opportunities.

When you have a better sense of what you want you can reach out to the right people. 

Put it all together. 
Combine the information you assessed from the previous self reflection exercise with this worksheet’s 

information to filter your job search. 

Research & Explore

What career paths work with your responses? 
Use this guide to assist you.

Which industries suit your values? Use this 
guide to assist you.
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Overview

Steps:
Make a list of your skills & your level of expertise & interest in each one.

Research different job descriptions of roles/careers that are interesting to you. 

Identify the different skills & experience needed.

Examine the areas that you need to enhance.

Find a mentor, relevant courses, & hands-on opportunities in this field. 

LevelUp

You know which direction you are heading. You have a goal, a role, and an industry in mind. Now it’s 
time to up level those skills. Throughout our careers we want to  continue learning. Building skills 

builds confidence. However, remember not to shy away from applying for roles where you may not 
check off every requirement



Inventory
Fill out the following table with a list of your skills in each area.

Skill Competency/Knowledge
(expert/proficient/novice)

Interest
(enjoy/not interested/want to improve)

Personal

Analytical

Communicative

Business

Accounting

Management

Technical

Programs

Tools

Creative

Writing

Design

Research
Research different job descriptions of roles/careers that are interesting to you.

Make a list of 3-5 positions that are similar to what you want.

Identify the skills required. 

Compare to your inventory above and note the skills you already have and the skills that
may need improvement.



Boost
Start leveling up. 

Identify 3 people with whom you can speak.

Find out what has/has not worked for them 
in their own career.

Ask what are the highest priority skills in 
this area. 

Find a mentor in this field/industry to advise you.

Offer your skills pro bono for a charitable 
organization. 

Use your talents to help out a friend’s new 
business.

Take on a new project. There is no better way to learn than hands-on 
experience.

Udemy

LinkedIn Learning

Creative Live

General Assembly

Udacity

Read Read Read

Learn a new skill or enhance a current one.  Take a class:

Focus on your core competencies instead of reinventing the wheel. Invest 
in those.
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Overview

When to Use It:

In an interview when asked, “Tell me about yourself.”

At networking events

During casual social activities

While In an elevator

Anytime. You never know when a conversation can turn into an opportunity. 

Personal Pitch

Your elevator pitch summarizes who you are professionally in a succinct, enticing way. It invites questions 
and shows what you have done and the value you can add. In 30 seconds, you are selling yourself so make 

it interesting and engaging; just like you.



Write It Out

Tell Your Story

Brainstorm Responses to the Following:

What are your career goals?

List your top 3 – 5 professional accomplishments/career highlights.

List 3 – 5 relevant skills &/or experience. 

How will you benefit your audience? What is the value you will add to this person or company?

What are you hoping to achieve with this pitch? A job opportunity, an introduction…

Your Hook. Who are you?

Use the responses above to create your story. Edit it down. Write short and dynamic sentences.

For example, is the company challenged by unclear messaging? “I am a communications professional with a 
passion for creating dynamic stories; I create valuable messages for mission-based organizations.”



Your Accomplishments.  

An anecdote that highlights your skills. “I implemented a new project management system that reduced
spending by 50%; As the president of the PTO, I led a team of 50 parents and raised over $100,000 in one year.”

Your Value to Listener.  

This is the most important part. What can you add to their company; what value do you bring? “I can offer my
expertise in marketing to build your brand. I have new strategies I can bring to increase your client base.”

Your Call to Action.

Are you asking to interview? Networking for a connection? “I think Business, Inc. and I could be a great fit. Would 
you introduce me to your friend that works there; I see a lot of potential for both Business Inc and the strategies I 
can offer, how do I move forward with an interview?

Practice, Practice, Practice

Embody the Message

This is your story. Be comfortable in it.

If you believe the story you will be authentic sharing it.

Make it fluid and adaptable. 

Test it Out with Different People and Adapt it for Each Audience

A Friend

A Colleague

A Coach

And yes, the Mirror



SAMPLES

Think of Your Friend

Take It for a Spin the Real World:

Don’t use it for the first time in an interview for a dream job. 

Join a networking zoom call (or in the old days attend a conference or networking event) and practice introducing 
yourself and your pitch to as many people as you can.

The confidence you would have talking about a friend’s talent is the same you should shower on yourself. You 
deserve it and self-promotion is an important strength

“Hi, I'm Sofia. I’m a marketing manager.  I specialize in creating successful email marketing campaigns that 
has led to a 30% increase in qualified leads. Along with my 7 years of professional experience, I recently 
earned my MBA from the State University. I find your marketing team's work innovative and fresh and I’d 
love the opportunity to put my expertise to work for your company. Do you have time for a call next week 
to discuss opportunities on your team?

“Hello, my name is Dondrea. I'm a successful sales manager with superb networking skills. With over 12 
years of experience, I have developed relationships with many biotech companies and have nurtured client 
relationships that led to a 20% increase in sales for my last company. I am looking for a new opportunity 
and would appreciate some time speaking with you about how I can help increase  sales at your 
organization."

"I am a highly motivated project manager with over a decade of experience in the technology sector. I have 
a passion for startups and creating strategies to develop agile management systems. The last 3 years I  
have been focused on my growing family but am looking forward to stepping back into a new role. I was 
excited to learn about this position in the financial tech space and would love the opportunity to bring my 
project management and leadership abilities to this position.”



Write It Out

Resume

Brainstorm & List Your...

Paid Job Experience

Volunteer Experiences

Degrees, Certifications & Continuing Education

Awards & Achievements

Hard Skills: What you can do

Soft Skills: How you do it

Personal Interests

Your resume is the key to getting in the
door of the job you want. It should be a
living document - so if you haven't picked
it up or edited it in years, it's time to give it
a fresh look. Build a resume that
represents you and your achivements so
you can stand out.



Organize It

Professional Summary

With the main information compiled you have the building blocks for your
resume and can start creating the framework.

Edit your list above and include the experiences that are most relevant to this role.

Include employer name, location and dates. List experiences starting with most recent roles.

Use past tense unless you are still currently with the job.

Use powerful action verbs for each bullet such as executed, established,
spearheaded, and designed.

Add any specific accomplishments or awards relevant to your career.

Highlight personal interests that exhibit skills related to job.

This goes at the top of your resume but should be the last part you write 
once you have all the other pieces laid out. If you already wrote your elevator 

pitch you can tweak it for your summary.

Target it
Adapt your professional summary for the role you are applying. Include words that are in the 
job posting.

Introduce Yourself
State who you are a professionally.
“Self-motivated and dynamic project manager with 8 years of experience in biotech…”

Extract Highlights
What are your top 3-4 career highlights and successes? These can also be from unpaid roles.

Conclude with Your Value
What will you bring to this role and why do they need you? Tie in your achievements with what 
they need for their organization.



Target

Assemble It

Target your resume for the role you want. You will need to adapt and
edit your resume for each position applied in order to get the

attention of a hiring manager & get accepted by the applicant
tracking systems used to screen resumes,

Note the skills and experience they list in the job description. 

Include specific qualifications and requirements.

Identify and use key words.

You are almost done! These days you need two resumes. One to
apply online that can get through the ATS and the other when

sending directly to a hiring manager.

For the hiring manager: Find a great template and fill it in with the above components and 
save it as a pdf to maintain the layout. 

For ATS: Keep a simple layout and save it as a Word or google doc. Now it's time to 
showcase this magnificent piece of art of your career accomplishments and value to the 
workplace.



Professional Summary Samples

Senior sales manager with experience in small to Fortune 500 companies across 
technology, non- profit, and  financial industries. Trained and led a 15 member team 
while developing and implementing a strategy to increase sales by 20% in first year. 
Enjoy creating a high performing, motivated  team to exceed  sales targets.  Seeking a 
new opportunity to bring my expertise to a dynamic organization.

Marketing professional with extensive experience in branding and messaging,  content 
creation, and search engine optimization. 10 years marketing in the software, 
biotech, and pharma industries to develop successful B2B customer 
engagement. Strategic thinker who enjoys collaboration with colleagues to develop 
innovative ideas. Accomplished communicator who takes ideas and turns them into high 
impact marketing campaigns.  

Results-oriented, innovative, hands-on leader with business and technical expertise in the 
biotech sector.  Skilled at developing agile strategies to deliver innovative products. 
Passion for improving customer experience and working with a team to develop best 
practices and enhance product development processes from ideation to execution and 
launches. 

Accomplished executive skilled at driving growth by meeting both consumer and clients 
needs. Dedicated to innovative solutions with team members and clients by using data 
analysis and  effective communication. With extensive experience in database design, 
quality assurance and systems integrations, I have a track record of building strong  
partnerships and producing superior results. 

HR executive with extensive leadership experience and project management skills. 
Strategic leader with 12 years of experience, recognized for innovation and 
communication skills to manage high performing organizations.  Expertise in creating 
dynamic and inclusive corporate culture  with employee satisfaction increasing 
significantly during my last tenure.  Skilled in talent acquisition, on-boarding, and 
training for optimal employee performance and goal attainment. 
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Inventory
Brainstorm

9 people whose career you admire.

9 companies you find appealing

9 friends who have great networks

Networking

Loved by some, dreaded by others, 
networking is an essential part of a job search 
and the best way to find opportunities that 
may not even be posted. Networking is not 
just about attending events. You can make it 
work for your style. Follow our steps to get the 
most out of your networking.



Linkedin

Networking Style

Create your profile. The great news – you just finished updating your resume 
so this is just a copy & paste situation!

Customize your LinkedIn url.

Upload a professional photo. If you don’t have one, take one!

Include your professional summary

Add your career & education information

List your skills.

Connect with at least 50 people: friends, colleagues, neighbors, classmates.

Join relevant LinkedIn groups: alumni, industry, interest.

Bonus: Reach out to your network for recommendations.

You have the foundation ready to go. Now how to use it. Defining your style is 
an important step. It may seem like networking is just for extroverts but even 
the most reticent individual can find their own style. Make it work for you with 

some of the following suggestions:
Virtual Meetups & Networking Groups
Find professional/industry/interest groups on LinkedIn, Facebook, Meet Up

Conferences & Job Fairs
Many have pivoted to virtual; try it!

Small Events
Happy Hours, Roundtables

Speaking Engagements
Find a topic or speaker that interests you and spend time pre & post-networking

Your Local Chamber of Commerce
Many have networking groups & events

Social Media
Use your accounts to share your knowledge & connect with others in the same field

Blog
If you are looking for other ways to show your expertise write it out and share it on
LinkedIn or offer to write for a company you want to work for.



Tips

Look the Part
Whether in person or virtual take time to neaten your appearance and space.

Do Your Research
Read up on the person, industry, &/or field before a meeting or event.

Be Your Authentic Self
Be genuine. It takes less effort. Use your elevator pitch!

Ask Questions
Connect to learn. Networking is more than generating leads.

Send a Thank You Note
Take time to show you appreciate connecting with someone.

Follow Up
Cultivate the relationship. It’s not a one and done thing.

Final bits of advice as you move forward.
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PREP

Interview
Checklist

Research the Company.  Get to know your potential future employer and fill in the following details:

Company Mission 

Company Culture

Management/Interviewer Information

Recent News

Product/Service

Company History

Competitors

Position Details

Preparation is key leading up to an interview. The more you prepare your 
responses, have questions ready & do your research the less those interview 

jitters will get in the way. 



Prepare Responses to the Following:

Tell me about yourself
Use your elevator pitch

Tell me about yourself
Use your elevator pitch

What interests you about this role?

What interests you about this company?

What makes you different/best candidate 
for the position?

Describe a challenging work moment and
how you overcame it.

Strengths
Your Superpower

What skills will you bring/what value will you add?

What is your proudest career achievement?

Is there anything else about you that we didn’t ask?
Bring it home! Reiterate your elevator pitch and why you want 
this role and most importantly what you will offer the company 



Questions to Ask. Put on your own spin on the following:

How do you see the company and role 
growing?

What’s the company culture/work 
environment like?

Who is on the team?

What do you enjoy about working here?

How are employee goals measured?

What’s a typical work day like?

What do you hope to accomplish through 
this position?

How is feedback provided to employees?

What are the next steps?

What else can I provide you?

Day of Interview

Outfit
 Look the part and then kick it up a notch higher. First impressions are lasting. 

If Virtual…
Prepare your space and check your technology. Have your computer and lighting set up
to get your best angle and view. Practice speaking so you feel more comfortable. 

If On Site…
Check your route & parking situation. Give yourself plenty of time to arrive. 

Materials
Have all your info handy including resume, a notebook for jotting down notes and keeping a list 
of questions to ask. 



Post Interview

Note Your Thoughts
Write down your review of the company, role & people. 

Send a Thank You Note
Send one to everyone with whom you spoke. It stands out!

Follow Up
Nurture the relationship. If this role does not work out there could still be another one opening 
in the future. 

Practice answering the following questions using these guidelines
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Salary 
Negotiation

Entering a salary negotiation might sound unappealing but it’s an expected part of 
the job search process. With prep work and a positive attitude   

you will feel ready to approach it confidently.  
Know your worth and ask to be paid for it. 

RESEARCH  
Research salaries for comparable roles using 
Glassdoor or Payscale

EVALUATE 

Evaluate the offer holistically. Consider all 
aspects of the package including benefits, 
equity, company culture & growth  
opportunities.

ASSESS

Determine what amount you need to feel 

comfortable with accepting the role. 

Prioritize the other perks & benefits 

important to you.  

PREPARE   
Prepare to show your value with a list of 
achievements you have made and 
contributions you will offer.   

DECIDE 
Once the final offer is out there, decide if 
you to accept. Ask for a day or two to 
reflect.



RESEARCH, EVALUATE & ASSESS

PREPARE YOURSELF 
Use this page to layout all the information you need to decide how and what you 
want to negotiate.  When you have all the facts in front of you, you can create the 

best plan of action for your negotiation strategy.

Other Perks of the Job 

Your Value Added 

Your Priortities 

Commute. Culture, Flexibilty, Growth Opportunity,  
Responsibilities, Office Environment...

Salary Range for Comparable Roles 
in Your Geographic Area

 Full Compensation Package of Offer 

Salary, Equity, Benefits, Parking, Relocation
Tuition Reimbursement...

Your Salary Range
Range is typically a 15-20% spread; factor in health of the 
company, its stage, & the amount of competition for the job

Factor in industry trends, unemployment rate, stage 
of companies

Your  Achievements; Your Goal with this Company; 
Advantage over your  competition

List the benefits perks that are important to you that can 
be addressed in your negotiation 



Be confident and clear in your communication by practicing the following phrases:

Thank you for this opportunity

According to my research ... 

Would you mind if I take a few days to 
think about it?

If the salary is not negotiable would 
you consider ______(insert benefit/
perk)?

If you can offer $X then I am ready to 
accept.

The only obstacle precluding me from 
accepting is...

Say nothing.  Get comfortable with a 
pause to think it over before accepting, 
rejecting, or countering the offer. 

Be reasonable
Wait for the appropriate time. If you mention salary too early it could turn the potential 
employer off. Start with a value that is market rate.

Prepare alternatives
Be flexible and consider other areas up for negotiation, such as working from home, flexible 
hours (2 options that don't cost them money), or tuition/transportation reimbursement.   

Start with a firm number  
Know the range you are willing to accept but give them the high end to start and give yourself 
room to move backwards. If they can't budge on rate, ask fif the discussion can be revisited 
after you have worked for a few months.  Ask to get the offer in writing. 

Keep the conversation professional not personal. 
Focus on your professional accomplishments and goals you have for this role rather than a 
personal need for more money.  Speak to what you can offer the company.  

Make it a conversation not an argument          
You are both working towards the same goal.  Keep it friendly and respectful.  On the flip side, 
shed any concerns about negotiating being impolite and ask for what 
you deserve.  

THE DO's 



Use the table below to 
compare 2 job offers. 

Consider values important to you such as: 
growth opportunities, stock options, culture, commute, flexibility, childcare, travel, leadership...

EVALUATION

Salary
Job 1

Benefits
Job 1 

Other Values & Perks
Job 1

Salary
Job 2

Benefits
Job 2

Other Values & Perks
Job 2



Onboarding

New Job
Checklist

Most companies have a process to get new hires on board. Take charge and 
ease your transition by ensuring you have the following:

Rules & Regs
Familiarize yourself with the company handbook. Bring any signed documents, materials,
& identification needed for HR. 

Access
Make sure you have the appropriate technology, email address, access to necessary
information, and building access

Know Your Team 
Have a clear understanding of your supervisor’s expectations, your team members, tasks
to accomplish, & projects to address. 

Culture
Get to know the culture, communication styles, what people do for lunch and socializing.
Introduce yourself. 

Advocate for yourself
Share our ideas. Be confident and engage. Don’t play small and wait until you have been
at the job for 6 months. Let your presence be known now. 

When in doubt…
Ask questions. Clarify anything that is unclear. It’s easy for someone to forget that a new
hire does not know all the ins & outs of the company. 



Self
Keep your personal vision & career goals at the forefront by writing out and 

reaching out.

Goal Setting
Set goals that you want from this role and your career. Write them down. Check in periodically 
with the list and see how you are moving forward. 

Values & Mission
Think back to when you first started looking for a job. What motivated and excited you. Keep 
your values and personal mission a priority.

Solicit Feedback 
Ask for feedback so you can grow in this role and continue to develop.

Logistics

Attire
Use the company dress code (think back to your interview for help) to guide you. 

If Virtual…
Set up a dedicated space in your home for work. Whether it is the dining room table or your own 
private office make it comfortable, convenient, and kitted out with all the materials you need. If 
there is a door for privacy, even better. 

If On Site…
Find the best route. Ask about parking. Give yourself plenty of time to arrive. 



Home Life
Getting your logistics in order beforehand will reduce scrambling and chaos. 

Ask yourself what you need to make your transition smoother. 

Childcare
Of course the biggest and most important aspect to manage. Decide what is best for your family. 
A family member to help, a babysitter for a few hours, a nanny, or daycare – there’s a lot to 
consider when figuring out what is right for your situation. Give yourself plenty of time and ask 
around to friends for their feedback & recommendations. 

Schedule
Set up good habits and maintain previous rituals. If coffee and the paper is part of your morning 
routine keep it going. 

Chores
Communicate with your spouse and kids this new job requirements. Explain where you need more 
help and the expectations that you have for participation. Start outsourcing – to kids, spouse, a 
service. 

Personal Time
Carve out time in your schedule for things you need. A few walks a week, time to catch up with 
friends, exercise. Get it on your calendar now so it becomes a part of your new schedule. 
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